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About This Game

WHAT IS THIS GAME

Ecchi Puzzle is a sliding puzzle game.
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http://bltlly.com/1474up


 

GAME FEATURES:

- relaxing background music
- levels with puzzles to solve

- nice artwork
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Now this game you probably have never heard of before but I think it is a very simple to play RTS game which you can pick up
the basics in no time at all.

The gameplay is very simple, no special units or so forth, just upgrade and out-populate your rivals with a rather minimal but
somewhat entertaining campaign with the human faction albeit would be better with other factions such as the robot(My
favorite unit in the game).

If you have friends playing this game with you then it can be quite the fun game that everyone can get the hang of in due
time(Done it multiple times).

If this game goes on sale and you're feeling bored perhaps give this game a try?

It's a 9\/10 in my book
Gameplay is simple to pick up albeit UI can get frustrating(Downgrading accidentally).
Story is rather minimal although expected due to the RTS line of gaming.. Gorgeous art, fantastic character designs, interesting
story.
Absolutely recommend this one!. I bought this game on a recommendation. I was not sure what to expect. I have thoroughly
enjoyed putting several hours into this game. It's a very relaxing experience especially with headphones on, but I find the game
just as enjoyable without sound. It has a nice bit of challenge and different modes that add to the experience.. fun game i bought
it to give it a shot and it is good for when you disire a good helping of good music, fast paced gameplay, and a pinch of rage.
Looked like it would be a fun game. It is very tedious. You have to select the correct combination of traps and place in the right
position and direction. It takes a lot of trial and error to get it right. I played several levels trying to find where it starts getting
fun... never got there.. Seriously, steam needs to pull their finger out their **** this game should not have seen the light of day.
just been SCAMMED of my money. Basically the same database as 2005, just an updated roster, you have to have the memory
of a mensa student as uyou have to remember ALL the damn stats, the 3D engine seems buggy. some of the option for losing a
game are beyond belief, quotes i would have come up with in a school playground.
I will NEVER purchase ANYTHING with CYANIDE or 505 games in the future.

DO NOT PURCHASE THIS GAME.. It's like VVVVVV for kids
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I started playing this game and can not stop!I love the auto shooting mechanics and the bosses are sweet. I am glad they have
health bars! It is like Lunar Lander but better, because it has guns and great enemy mechanics. At this price point, this game is a
steal! I will have to stop myself from playing too much!. Well, I gotta admit it's pratically impossible to "translate" this
E.A.Poe's novel nor in a movie neither in a game. I, of course, appreciate the effort (this game get closer to the novel than Roger
Corman's movie) but... No.. It's very promising for something this early into development.. The graphics look great. The
controls are surprisingly right. I'm not a big fan of those games where WSAD moves my character around and I use the mouse
to click on enemies to shoot, but this game is paced well enough where that was not an issue at all. I picked up my controller and
the left analog was able to move my character around!! If he makes it so the right analog allows me to aim like a twin stick
shooter, this is going to be a fantastic game! PLEASE DO THIS! Also, this game has a really great ragdoll physics engine. After
you shoot down a zombie, you can sort of kick him around for a bit before he disappears.

The bad? It's got issues. Not the kind of issues you want in a game. In my case, I can't click on the inventory button in full
screen mode. Just not possible. In windowed mode if you maximize the window, it works fine. So that's something I expect will
get fixed very soon, the developer already stated in a thread that it will be looked at asap and will make a hotkey to open the
inventory as well.

Let's start the patch train, I'm quite impressed so far.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=vZnE24oZYnk. Played this on the HTC Vive. Great fun. Really well executed especially
with the use of sound. I feel if you are able to afford a VR product you can afford to blow 79pence to try this as well as
watching friends and family squirm.

https://youtu.be/4EorF04Q3aU
I played it as part of a charity stream. Give it a look there. Though don't watch too much. As it would spoil some of the great
moments.

This is hopefully going to pave the way for future amazing horror games.. Silo 2 may be older and more singularly focused than
other 3D modelling software, but I absolutely love it. Don't let this modeller fool you with it's simple UI and focus - this is quite
powerful stuff here. You can very easily make just about any shape you could imagine with Silo 2.

The main point for me is the ease of use. I have tried out many, many different 3D asset creation packages. Silo 2 is hands down
the easiest place to start blocking out my model and adding refinement. I use another program that is focused only on clay-like
sculpting to touch up the final product from Silo, but the bulk of the work in overall shape creation is done in Silo. Being able to
easily grab vertices or edges and just start experiementing with shapes is crucial for fast design and accessibility for newcomers.
This is truly a 3D modeller where you will NOT have to fight against the UI or hotkeys.

Not only is it a competent modeller but the tools for re-drawing your mesh topology (polygon faces) are great as are the ones for
assigning materials to the various sections of the mesh (material settings in Silo are respected in 3D Coat, Substance Painter,
Unity).

On top of that the program is actually still receiving updates - I hope they never stop because as an indie game dev Silo has
become an integral part of my pipeline... despite owning & using several other larger and more 'reputable' 3D production suites.

Overall I think Silo 2 is amazing. If you know what you are doing it is super clean & fast to use. If you are learning then it is
very simple to get started and actually enjoy the creation process.. Its turn 38 in the Great Northern War and my PBEM
opponent playing Karl XXI, the young king and a genius at war, have been steamrolling his way deep into the polish heartland,
pushing away any opposition with ease. Now however he is starting to feel the sting of my scorched earth tactics as he grinds his
way towards Ukraine. Crappy roads, russian winter and infrastructure will wither his invicible forces down. It isnt glorious but
its the only way I can win this. Loving it! True warfare!
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